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Flood victims from Lawrence, North
Andover and Methuen who were staying
at the Red Cross shelter in Methuen during
the immediate aftermath of last month’s
flood say that they were treated so badly
by the National Red Cross that their view of
the organization has been shattered forever.

The devastating flood that displaced
thousands of Merrimack Valley residents
last month caused many people to rely on
organizations like the Red Cross. But, just
days after National Red Cross officials
descended onto Methuen High school to
replace local volunteers, the Red Cross tried
to skip town and toss more than 63
homeless people out on the streets.

Lawrence Residents
staying at the Red
Cross shelter in
Methuen had their
belongings put on the
sidewalk in plastic
garbage bags and
told not to return.
The National Red
Cross decided they
were skipping town
at 3 p.m. on May 24th.
Lawrence and
Methuen officials had
to intervene to stop
them from closing
the shelter.Continued on Page 8
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*Specialist Christian
Farnham

Spc. Christian Farnham began his military
career in 1992 when he decided to follow
the family tradition of enlisting in the
Marines. His father and brother both served
in the Marine Corps. Farnham said it was
very important to him that he follow in their
footsteps and serve his country.

As a resident of Methuen, Farnham went
to the United States Marine Corps
Recruiting Station in Lawrence, signed up
for the Marines, and was immediately
shipped off to Parris Island, South Carolina
for basic training.  He was 20 years old at
the time.

Following the completion of Marine
recruit training, Farnham was given orders
to report to Camp Edwards on Cape Cod.
He was stationed there from 1992-1994 and
eventually received an honorable discharge

Tom Duggan & Paula Porten
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To The Editor:

I am very disappointed in The Valley
Patriot for accepting ads from  the Lawrence
School Department as well as Mayor
Sullivan and the city of Lawrence.

Could it be that you guys are getting paid
off not to expose the corruption, waste and
incompetence in the schools the way you
used to? It really is starting to look obvious
that you have sold out. When was the last
time you wrote a story that was unfavorable
to either Laboy or Sullivan?

Yasmin Colon
Lawrence

2006 Valley Patriot Ad Rates2006 Valley Patriot Ad Rates

Color Pages add $100.00 -
Insert costs: $85 per thousand if supplied by
advertiser. If not, printing cost will be added.
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To The Editor:

I must commend you on publishing a fine
monthly paper.

As a life-long Methuen resident, I was
really surprised to read about Sean Cronin.
I was also proud to read the article regarding
Luther Mcllwain, our own local HERO. As a
veteran myself, I was especially proud for
him.

I also find it amazing that the
Congressional Gold Medal will be awarded
to him for his efforts . It is because of men
like him that we are able to enjoy this GREAT
COUNTRY.

I must also thank you for the informative
article regarding the bias relating to father’s
rights.

I must say I am not used to being able to
read both sides of the same issue IN the
same issue (of a newspaper). All I have left
to say is,  “Keep up the Great Work!”

Dennis Corneau
Methuen

So, You Say You
Support The Troops?

The First Event on the Food, Politics, and Pundits Tour
Come chat, meet and greet. Support Lonnie.

Requested Donation: $20, Seniors: $10, Students: Free
For tickets, call Dianne Brennan at 978-352-5449

Lawrence “Lonnie” Brennan

Celebrate the Start of Summer
and the official campaign kickoff for

State Representative 18th Essex
Boxford, Haverhill, Methuen, Andover, N. Andover, Georgetown

www.lonniebrennan.com

The Rock Pond Restaurant
Rte. 97 Georgetown/Groveland Line
THURSDAY : JUNE 29th 2006

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
(feel free to stay for Karaoke, starts @ 9:00....Lonnie promises not to sing!)

*** Editor’s Note: Please go on line
(www.valleypatriot.com) and read the March
2006 edition of The Valley Patriot and see
our story on Page 1: “Lawrence Uses
Education Funds for Inaugural Party.” To this
date, the Eagle Tribune has not reported on
this story. Please also note our story last
month showing displeasure with the mayor
and superintendent over Pedro Payano. It
is the policy of The Valley Patriot to cover
news stories, both positive and negative,
about all public officials. Perhaps you are
simply not PAYING ATTENTION!

The al Quaida network and the enemies of the United States (as well as
their willing dupes in the American news media) are working overtime,
trying to turn the Iraqi and American people against our brave and dedicated
soldiers serving in Iraq.

This psychological warfare is specifically designed to paint all of our
honorable men and women in uniform as cowardly murderers in much
the same way that John Kerry did during Vietnam.

And now that the news media has turned public opinion against our
political leaders, phase two of the terrorist strategy is to turn the people of
the U.S. and the world against our military heroes themselves - by making
allegations that our troops are routinely “murdering innocent civilians.”

This is where we find out who really supports the troops and who is
paying them lip service while stabbing them in the back.

What is most revealing is that those who do not agree with our mission
in Iraq (news reporters and editors included) laughingly say they support
the troops but not the war.

Yet, any time there is doubt about the actions of our servicemen and
women in the field, they eagerly give the benefit of that doubt to America’s
enemies and then go into a frenzy to paint our own troops as guilty of
heinous war crimes.

They also aid and abet the terrorists who depend on this type of media
propaganda in their strategy to demonize the U.S. and portray every isolated
“incident” as an example of how our troops are murderous thugs and are
only in Iraq to torture and kill innocent Muslims.

Accusations against our military men and women, like the ones now
being alleged in Haditha, are just that, accusations.

And, just as we should question the credibility of those who make a
criminal accusation in a courtroom, we should also take into account the
credibility and motives of those who are trying to wage psychological
warfare against our troops and our mission.

It’s quite obvious that there is a concerted effort by some American
politicians and members of the news media to turn the mission in Iraq into
“another Vietnam,” complete with allegations of atrocities and a mantra
that “we can’t win in Iraq.” But Iraq is not Vietnam.

Our men and women are voluntarily risking their lives to secure that
nation from a terrorist network that admittedly targets civilians and has
long planned to weave dissent here at home to erode our strength and
effectiveness.

We know for sure that this is the strategy of our enemies. They have
openly bragged about it as early as Saddam’s Hussein’s prediction before
the invasion, when he said, “Iraq will be this president’s Vietnam.”

We expect this kind of spin from our enemies, but to hear the same
propaganda coming from U.S. Senators, Congressmen and so-called
news editors only perpetuates the terrorist propaganda against our own
government and our own troops.

One thing for sure. Disgraceful and damaging conduct like this certainly
shines the spotlight on exactly who is supporting our troops … and who is
not.
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D.J. Deeb, Dracut School Committee

The Valley Patriot welcomes letters to the editor on any topic. We also welcome column/article
submissions from elected officials, neighborhood associations, community organizers, average
citizens, and newsmakers. Though we may not agree with the opinions expressed in submissions,
our mission is to give readers the unique opportunity to receive important information from
those who are driving important public issues without the "creative editing" policy employed by
most newspapers. Submissions from guest columnists/writers in The Valley Patriot are published
without the filtered agenda of an editorial board. If you would like to write a column, letter or
article for The Valley Patriot, please email us at: ValleyPatriot@aol.com

OPINIONS
Our Voice is Your Voice

Members of the
Massachusetts State
Senate, led by Senate
President Bob Travelini,
have proposed legislation
that offers Massa-
chusetts workers paid
leave from work in order
to care for newborn
children or sick family
members.

At first glance, this may seem like a good
idea. However, closer scrutiny reveals that
this proposal is likely to adversely impact
those it purposes to help — the lower income
and middle class workers.  The proposal will
likely add to the mass exodus of residents
and businesses out of Massachusetts and
cause additional hardships on
Massachusetts businesses and taxpayers.

Under a proposal offered by the
Massachusetts Senate, Massachusetts
workers will be offered up to 12 weeks of
paid leave from work in order to care for
newborn children or sick family members.
This bill would pay employees on leave up
to $750 per week.

This plan will be paid for by a new payroll
tax of $1.50 to $2.50 per week.  This proposal
follows the recent enactment of a new health
care law that taxes employers, which do not
provide health insurance coverage, $295 per
worker.  Unfortunately, Governor Mitt
Romney (want-to-be president) signed this
bill into law last month.  So much for the
“No New Taxes” pledge made by our
“Republican” governor!

Who will be hurt by all of these
mandates?

Business owners and workers, of course,
who are left will be stuck paying the bills.
The reality is that people and businesses

[Note to reader:
This article was written
in January 2004. While
it has been updated, its
original thesis remains
unchanged and
subsequent history
has validated the
predictions made.
Statistics from North
Andover are provided
to illustrate the
financial impact of
Special Education.
The statistics for other communities would
not differ dramatically except for cities where
generous state aid has insulated them from
the demands of Special Education.]

While “Specious” may not describe
Special Education perfectly, it comes pretty
close. Special Education is not fair, attractive,
or sound, and any claim that it is an effective
way to spend education dollars is untrue.
Since Special Education runs the gamut
from providing temporary assistance to
students with minor learning disabilities or
speech impediments, to complex and highly
specialized treatment for children with very
serious physical and mental handicaps, it is
difficult to make sweeping statements that

Thinking Outside
the Box!
Dr. Charles Ormsby

Specious Education (a.k.a. Special Education)
Specious: Adjective — Seemingly fair,

attractive, sound or true, but actually not so.
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  i f e s t y l e sL
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Complete set of Home
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33 S. Broadway, Lawrence (978) 681-1840
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Paid Family Leave Act is Bad for Mass!

Continued on Page 25

apply universally to
Special Education.
Although Special
Education certainly
does some good, its
net contribution to
general education is
negative. It suffers
from numerous flaws
that waste education
resources, trap millions
of students with low
p e r f o r m a n c e
expectations, and deny
opportunities that

would otherwise be available to Regular
Education students.

There are five key problems with Special
Education:

1) There is no mechanism to balance
the expenditures demanded by Special
Education students with the expenditures
required to meet the educational needs of
Regular Education students. Special
Education costs take precedence over all
other budget priorities. If enough Special
Education students present their “needs”
and if the associated costs add up to the

Robert O’Koniewski
The Law Office of

Attorney at Law
181 Canal Street, Suite 310

Lawrence, MA 01841
(978)688-0029

VP

Come visit Sal’s newest concept

Sal’s Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Conference and Function Facility

Our new 300 seat authentic family Italian Restaurant offers cafeteria
style luncheons and casual-elegant evening dining; with panoramic
outdoor riverside seating available. Executive Chef Antonio
Veneziano from the Amalfi Coast in Italy has created a menu that
challenges any Italian Restaurant in New England.

Come visit Sal’s newest concept

Function rooms available for parties of
10-400 with family style or buffet style meals.

*10% OFFany entree*10% OFF

any entree

*During dinner hours Sun-Sat 4 p.m.- close, not to be combined with other offers
Expires June 30, 2006

10% off any entree, good only at Sal’s Pizza and Italian Restaurant

354 Merrimack Street, Lawrence, MA – (978) 291-0220
Riverwalk Mills in Lawrence …Exit 44 off Route 495

are leaving Massachusetts
at alarming rates.  Nearly
233,000 people moved out
of Massachusetts between
2000 and 2005.  In addition,
more than 15,000 people
lost their jobs in
Massachusetts in April.

Businesses are leaving
the state.  Is it possible that
people are leaving

Massachusetts and losing their jobs
because the “Bay State” has become the
“Pay State”?  Every new government
program requires a source of revenue.
Residents of Massachusetts pay the
highest taxes in the nation.  Now, Beacon
Hill wants us to pay more to fund more Big
Brother Government!

Although, at first glance, providing paid
medical leave and new health care benefits
may seem attractive, these come at an
extremely high cost that taxpayers and
businesses in this state just cannot afford.
It’s time to put a halt to new government
programs, reduce overall government
spending, and cut taxes on working people.

Only then will Massachusetts once again
experience real economic growth, increased
productivity, retain its workforce, attract
new residents and investors, and ultimately
increase its tax revenue.

D.J. Deeb is an Adjunct Professor of
History and Government at Bunker Hill
Community College in Boston, MA and at
Northern Essex Community College in
Haverhill, MA.  He teaches Social Studies
full time at Reading Memorial High School
in Reading, MA.

He also serves as an elected member of
the Greater Lowell Technical School
Committee and the Dracut School Committee
in Dracut, MA.
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Mayor Fiorentini's Monthly Newsletter

A Wonderful Community

The recent
flood was the
worst natural
disaster to hit
our city since
the flood of
1936. It
brought out
the best in
people.

Here are a
few examples of what I saw when I toured the city this
week.

* On River Street, residents like City Councilor Krystine
Hetel pitched in to help other residents who were flooded
out. Above, local resident Bev Rogers shows me the damage
as entire apartments had to be cleared out.

* On Coffin Avenue, some residents along the river lost
everything in the flood, with no insurance to cover their
losses. Neighbors like Kathy Gray and Mike Feenstra
pitched in to help, cleaning out the apartments of people
devastated.

* At the Phoenix Row elderly housing project, over 100
elderly residents had to be relocated when the building
flooded. We’re working to get those folks back into their
units. In the meantime, the owners of Bradford College
stepped forward and agreed to my request to allow people
to stay there temporarily.

To all of you who pitched in to help, and to a wonderful
group of city employees who worked night and day to get
our city back on track, a heartfelt thank you! You made me
so proud to be the mayor of this great city.

Advance Planning Helped

As bad as the flood was, advance planning helped lessen
the blow.

Last October, if you recall, we had some minor flooding
in the city. We used that occasion to plan in the event
there was major flooding. The flood gates on Wall Street
were tested. An evacuation plan for Coffin Avenue and
Phoenix Row was drawn up— with people assigned to
notify residents, and emergency plans to locate people at
the Citizen’s Center. All of this planning paid off when we
needed to evacuate those areas.

This flood also shows that the sea wall established after
the flood of 1936 works, and works well. Although well
meaning groups have talked of removing portions of the
wall, this flood shows that the wall performs an invaluable
function and must remain.

Sewer Line, Bates Bridge Back on Line

The flood knocked out the main sewer line going to the
waste water treatment plant in Bradford and the bridge
going to Groveland, officially called the Bates Bridge. (It is
generally referred to as the Groveland Bridge.)

Haverhill work crews worked through the nights to hook
up an emergency bypass line to the treatment plant and
put it back on line by Thursday night— a few hours ahead
of schedule.

At the bridge, Mass Highway department workers
reopened the bridge to automobile traffic after an
examination showed it to be safe. Further testing is required
before it can be reopened for truck traffic.

Abandoned Gas Station to BecomeAbandoned Gas Station to BecomeAbandoned Gas Station to BecomeAbandoned Gas Station to BecomeAbandoned Gas Station to Become
 Haverhill’s First Starbucks! Haverhill’s First Starbucks! Haverhill’s First Starbucks! Haverhill’s First Starbucks! Haverhill’s First Starbucks!

Last week, the Board of Appeals gave final approval to
Starbucks to locate in Haverhill. Starbucks will be located
on this abandoned gas station site at the corner of Main

and Rosemont. Starbucks joins BJ’s Wholesale Club,
Lowe’s, Beacon Properties, and Magellan as recent and
welcome additions to our city.

Magellan Aerospace CEOMagellan Aerospace CEOMagellan Aerospace CEOMagellan Aerospace CEOMagellan Aerospace CEO
credits Haverhill officialscredits Haverhill officialscredits Haverhill officialscredits Haverhill officialscredits Haverhill officials

Haverhill was, once again, highlighted in the Globe Real
Estate section: “Haverhill Finds Work for One of Its
Factories” Boston Globe, May 20 2006 , page C27.

The Globe quotes the CEO of Magellan who said that he
was considering moving out of state, but local and State
officials persuaded him to stay in Massachusetts and
consolidate to Haverhill:

“The fast and enthusiastic response of local officials
offering financial incentives and a pool of available labor.”

The article went on to say:

“Middleton’s move follows a commercial development
near Haverhill’s highways, which has seen Lowe’s and BJ’s
Wholesale Club stores moving to town. Business
development in the city follows a residential boom in the
city’s downtown.”

Abandoned FAbandoned FAbandoned FAbandoned FAbandoned Factoractoractoractoractory Buildingy Buildingy Buildingy Buildingy Building
Approved for Upscale CondosApproved for Upscale CondosApproved for Upscale CondosApproved for Upscale CondosApproved for Upscale Condos

Thursday, the Board of Appeals approved the request of
Angela and Sean Chen project to turn this old factory
building at 104 Essex Street and turn it into 60 modern,
upscale condominiums. The project has been held up for
two years over parking— the Chens could not acquire
enough parking to meet the parking requirements of the
city’s zoning code, so the building remained vacant and in
deplorable condition. Last week, the Board of Appeals
decided that a reused building was preferable to an unused
and run down factory building.

New Business Growth, New StateNew Business Growth, New StateNew Business Growth, New StateNew Business Growth, New StateNew Business Growth, New State
Aid, Helps Balance BudgetAid, Helps Balance BudgetAid, Helps Balance BudgetAid, Helps Balance BudgetAid, Helps Balance Budget

Increased state aid, including the long awaited $2.6 million
in additional hospital aid, and an improving local economy
has allowed us to balance our budget for the third year in a
row with no layoffs, no cuts in services and no request for
an override or debt exclusion.

Two years ago, Haverhill instituted a “consumer cities”
approach to local economic development. Our goal was to
make the city more attractive, attract new residents to our
downtown and control growth in our outskirts. We felt that
this would, in turn, attract new businesses.

We instituted a number of policies to improve our revenue
picture, including:

* Rezoned downtown to allow for mixed-use development
and more residents;

* Rezoned areas near the highway for retail;

* Increased charges for building permits and other fees;

* Demanded Impact fees from large residential developers;

This budget sees the first positive results of these
strategies.

Money from permit fees, mostly from downtown building
permits, is up 51% in this budget, to a total of $1.7 million.
This is an increase of $757,000 over what was budgeted in
FY06.

This budget reflects $750,000 in impact fees negotiated
with the developers of the Ridgecrest housing project .

Taken together, the consumer cities growth strategy has
resulted in over $3.9 million dollars in revenues, which
helped us to increase funding for public education and
balance our budget.

New Business for Haverhill - An
Investment That’s Paying Big Dividends

Fees and permits : $1,700,000 -  Increase of $757,000

New growth: $1,500,000          -   Increase of $400,000

Impact fees $750,000          - Ridgecrest Development

Total in FY 07 budget $3,950,000.00

Haverhill Receives GangHaverhill Receives GangHaverhill Receives GangHaverhill Receives GangHaverhill Receives Gang
 Violence Grant Violence Grant Violence Grant Violence Grant Violence Grant

Last week we received notice that Haverhill will receive a
grant from the state for over $200,000 for gang violence
prevention. The grant was put together by the police
department working in conjunction with the Community
Violence Coalition. The money will be used for prevention—
to reach out to young people before they join a gang. My
congratulations to the coalition for a job well done in putting
forward the application.

This week’s questions:

1. How do you feel the city handled the flood and related
flood problems?

2. What can we do to improve our response to situations
such as this?

E-mail your responses to mayor@cityofhaverhill.com

Disaster AssistanceDisaster AssistanceDisaster AssistanceDisaster AssistanceDisaster Assistance
President Bush recently made the federal disaster

designation necessary for Haverhill residents and business
to seek federal disaster relief. Homeowners, renters and
business owners who sustained damage in the flood may
apply to FEMA by phone at 1-800-621-3362 or on the web
at http://www.fema.gov. FEMA asks that people have social
security, phone, address, insurance and damage
information ready. FEMA reps are still in our area.

Apologies are in order to people who attended a meeting
on a Wednesday night about the flooding. There was a
notice published in the newspaper that the seminar we held
with FEMA was to be held at 7 p.m. Actually, the seminar
was at 7:30 a.m. While the newspaper ran two corrections
with the correct time, about 15 people did not see the
corrections and showed up in the evening. I personally
called the people who emailed me to offer my apologies.

I also have written a letter to the Gazette thanking them
for setting the record straight about the flood wall. As the
Gazette pointed out, it was former Transportation Secretary
Dan Graubauskas who suggested (probably in jest) taking
the flood wall down. No city official has proposed removing
or shortening the flood wall and, indeed, we could not do
so if we wanted to.

HaverhillMedsHaverhillMedsHaverhillMedsHaverhillMedsHaverhillMeds
Promises to SavePromises to SavePromises to SavePromises to SavePromises to Save
Money for CityMoney for CityMoney for CityMoney for CityMoney for City

The city of Haverhill has
adopted a new program to allow
retired city employees to import
prescription medications by mail
order directly from Canada. The
program, called HaverhillMeds,
allows non-union city employees
and retired city employees to
purchase their prescription
medications directly from Canada, at

Continued on Page 26Continued on Page 26Continued on Page 26Continued on Page 26Continued on Page 26
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Haverhill (NECC) Professor
Mark Palermo

Random Thoughts

Roofing,
Repairs,

    Painting

Harold Russell     603-382-4232Harold Russell     603-382-4232Harold Russell     603-382-4232Harold Russell     603-382-4232Harold Russell     603-382-4232

Any Length
         Free Estimates

Residential & Commercial

This month’s column is about hypocrisy
and its adherents in public life. The French
writer, Andre Gide said, “ The true hypocrite
is one who ceases to perceive his deception,
the one who lies with sincerity.”

 What else can be said about Rush
Limbaugh? On April 15 Rush was arrested
for allegedly doctor shopping- getting
prescription drugs for the same condition
from four doctors. With the Kennedy
family’s attorney Roy Black at his side, Rush
pleaded innocent and paid a $30,000 fine…
Here’s Rushbo pontificating about others
who take drugs, “If people are violating the
law by doing drugs, they ought to be
accused and they ought to be convicted
and they ought to be sent up.” Do as I say,
not as I do.

Honorable mention in the circle of
hypocrisy goes to Howie Carr  for his
comments on May 31 about Elizabeth Taylor,
whom he derided as “a hag” and stated that
she should “pray for a quick and easy
death.” At one time billed as the most
beautiful woman in the world, the 74-year-
old Ms Taylor was also one of the greatest
actresses of the twentieth century, but in
Carr’s view,  she’s old and thus of not much
value. Carr’s arrested development makes
him think it’s humorous to deride elders.

He may actually think his cynicism makes
him appear younger to his listeners. But Carr
is now in his mid-fifties ( not old…for a
cathedral) and has long since received his
first AARP mailing. Perhaps he should stick
to his forte of bashing immigrants. For Carr-
mudgeon to criticize anyone for being old
is like Ted Kennedy criticizing somebody
for drunken driving, which brings me to the
next candidate.

In 1962, nobody had heard of the Beatles,
Mickey Mantle played centerfield for the
Yankees, Marilyn Monroe was alive, and
Ted Kennedy became a senator. Gas cost
22 cents a gallon. Now people pay three
bucks for gas, and with surging demand
from China and India, the price can only
increase. No problem if you are a Kennedy.
But we have wind technology to lessen
dependence on petroleum and put
downward pressure on demand, but
Kennedy is concerned: the windmills might
obstruct the view from his sailboat.
Meanwhile, 170 400-foot turbines will be
constructed off the Gulf of Mexico by

Superior Renewable Energy, a Texas
company. Together they will generate 500
megawatts, enough energy to power 125,000
homes. So while Texas, home of big oil, is
doing the right thing for America and
building wind farms, Kennedy is blocking
wind technology in his own state.  It is time
for Kennedy to go. It amazes me the number
of people who vote this guy because of
name recognition.

Representative Martin Meehan is worthy
of inclusion within the circle. In the early
1990’s Meehan campaigned against higher
taxes and NAFTA. Shortly after Meehan
won his seat, he changed his mind on taxes
and voted for Clinton’s massive tax hike;
then he changed his mind on NAFTA and
voted for it. Term limits was  a high profile
issue and Meehan signed a pledge that if
he were elected, he would step down
voluntarily after four terms.

But after serving his four terms, he
decided to ignore his pledge. The Democrats
are supposed to be for the little people,
right? But Representative Meehan voted to
block legislation to prohibit partial birth
abortions. I wonder how many Catholic
votes he gets? They just keep loving him in
this state. At around 5 million dollars,
Meehan’s campaign chest is larger than any
of the other 434 members of the House.

Then there is our default governor, the
globetrotting Mitt Romney- he just drops
by Massachusetts to pick up his check. He
thinks he has a mandate from the people.
But in reality, he was elected because the
voters wanted any Republican- even a guy
off the street- to play goalie against the
Democratic state legislature, which under
the last Democratic governor, came close to
bankrupting the state.

Like John Kerry, Romney is a flip-flopper,
reversing his positions on abortion and gay
marriage and anything else for political
expediency. Not surprising then, that he is
against wind farms on the Cape. He will no
doubt present himself to the country as a
pro-education candidate, but under his
leadership Massachusetts is the only state
spending less on public higher education
than it did ten years ago, and ranks 49th in
state spending on public higher education
per $1000 of income. Under Romney’s

Mayor Announces Canadian Prescription Drug
Mail Order Program for Retired City

Employees
 Mayor James J. Fiorentini announced that the City of Haverhill will be offering city of

Haverhill retirees a Canadian mail order program for brand name prescription medications.
The program will initially be available to all retired Haverhill employees and their family
members.  The mail order program will be known as HaverhillMeds and will begin on
June 1, 2006.

 The City of Haverhill becomes only the fourth or fifth Massachusetts community to
offer a Canadian Prescription Drug importation program.

 In hailing the program, Mayor Fiorentini said that the Canadian Prescription Drug
importation program has the potential to save up to $200,000 for taxpayers of the City of
Haverhill and will save money for the retirees.  Fiorentini said that his intention is to start
this program as a voluntary program for retirees only and then to expand it to current city
employees.

 The HaverhillMeds program will allow retired city employees to purchase their
prescription medications by mail order through Canada.  Canadian prescription
medications are, on average, about 40% cheaper than medications purchased in the
United States.  To persuade retirees to enter the HaverhillMeds program, the city will
waive co-pays and offer a $25 incentive.  The city pays for most of the prescription
medication, so the city saves when the cost of the medication is lowered.

 Fiorentini said that cities such as Springfield, Massachusetts that had tried the
Canadian drug import program had saved a substantial amount of money.

 After reviewing a number of companies, the City has selected CanaRx Services Inc. to
provide an optional voluntary international prescription drug program for all Retirees.
The savings are to be shared by eliminating retiree co-payments and further financial
incentives.  CanaRx currently provides the prescription drug importation program to the
City of Springfield, Massachusetts, Schenectady, NY and a number of other communities.

 In making the announcement Mayor Fiorentini called it a step forward to reducing the
crippling burden of healthcare costs:

 “Our healthcare costs for our Employees and Retirees are close to twenty million
dollars per year.  Our healthcare costs are rising this year at 9%.  Cities and towns have
to take innovative action to lower their healthcare costs or they will be forced to layoff
Employees, close schools and eliminate programs such as music and art in order to pay
for healthcare.

 The initialization of the CanaRx Prescription Drug Importation Program that we are
announcing today is the first in a series of measures designed to bring healthcare costs
under control.”

Should We Teach Intelligent Design?

HAVERHILL'S  FUTURE!HAVERHILL'S  FUTURE!
Jim Rurak, Former Mayor of Haverhill

One of my
favorite movies
of all time is
“Inherit the
Wind.”

Two great
actors, Spencer
Tracy and

Frederick March, square off in a courtroom
battle over whether Darwin’s theory of
evolution should be taught in public
schools.

The movie dramatizes the actual Scopes
case from the thirties. The court ruled
against Darwin, but science won the ultimate
battle and Darwin’s theory replaced the Bible
story of creation as the only acceptable
approach to explain the biological order of
nature. Nowadays, there is a movement both
scientific and religious to re-introduce the
concept of “intelligent design” into both
scientific investigation and classroom
teaching.

Thus far, the courts support the Darwin-
only approach on the grounds of the
separation of church and state. The assum-
ption is that any theory of intelligent design
must be religiously motivated and therefore
not rigorously scientific. I do not support
re-introducing religious teaching into the
public schools, but I’ve been reading about
intelligent design theory and now believe
that it will and should ultimately find its way
into the public schools. Here’s why.

Intelligent design theory is not out to
replace Darwin, but to complement him. It
begins with the same questions Darwin sets
out to answer, namely, how can we account
for the marvelous and specified complexities

we see all around us? The flexibility and
agility of the human hand and how it is so
well adapted to fulfilling the needs of our
species, and the utter complexity of the eye
and its coordination to our brain, are two
classic examples of the “wonders” Darwin
explained scientifically.

The Biblical explanation led people to
conclude that these wonders came from
God’s handiwork, that they were planned
or designed. Darwin turned this approach
upside down and presented an explanatory
framework that changed our whole sense
of nature. Nature, rather than being planned
by God, is a vast struggle of creatures to
survive; they struggle for food and
reproduction.

But even within species there are vari-
ations, adaptations to surroundings that
give those that have them an advantage in
the struggle. Over vast amounts of time
those with the advantageous characteristics
will become more numerous, not by God’s
hand, but simply because they eat better,
become stronger and reproduce more
relative to their “peers.” All of the species
around us and their marvelous charac-
teristics, according to Darwin, emerged from
this vast and long struggle.

To talk about design, then, to explain
complexity is to abandon the scientific
enterprise and go “backwards” into religious
thinking. Public schools, dedicated to
reason and science, cannot therefore allow
any discussion of design back into biology.
That would substitute religion for science,
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there is great concern over what happens
to the Wellness Program. Now, these may
all be interesting and worthwhile classes,
but does the average person in the street
have any idea what’s taught in each of these
classes? Is the Wellness Program what we
used to call “Health”?

Perpetuating this culture has helped
isolate the school community from the rest
of society and the usual rules of economics.
Being a government entity – “public
schools” – employees of the system are
further removed from the supply and
demand of a competitive educational
system. There is little incentive for change
and innovation in this type of structured
environment. This has led to a situation
where repetitive demands for more money
have now become the main mantra within
the establishment to improve educational
outcomes. Not surprisingly, lack of money
has also become the main excuse for edu-
cators to explain why student performance
doesn’t improve.

Many parents buy into the money mantra
and become activists for the school estab-
lishment, passionately demanding that the
town provide more funds or their child will
suffer irreparable damage. At School
Committee meetings, some actually threaten
to move out of town if the money is not
forthcoming.

This enormous pressure to increase
school funds puts the town in a very
difficult financial position and is behind
current moves to establish trash fees or put
another Proposition 2 1/2 tax override on
the ballot.

Like in 1980, town residents should tell
the schools to get their spending problems
under control and stop whining about a lack
of money. We should also tell the schools
to put their academic house in order and
deliver a superior education to our children
with the funds the town and taxpayers feel
they can afford to give them. Time and
again, it has been demonstrated that just
supplying more funding to the schools has
had little to do with improvement of
outcomes in the classroom.

Finally, we should all remind the school
advocates — and tell them not to forget —
that they are part of the larger community
we call North Andover.

North Andover

Please vote BRENNAN for one of your reps: Methuen, North Andover, Andover, Georgetown, Boxford, Haverhill.

BRENNAN

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Lawrence “Lonnie” Brennan

www.lonniebrennan.com

9 Hamilton Terrace, Georgetown, MA 01833 Robin O’Malley - Treasurer

Representation, plain and simple.

18th Essex District

Lawrence “Lonnie”

State Rep.

JOIN THE TEAM

Ted Tripp, North Andover
Taxpayers Association

Yogi Berra’s fam-
ous phrase is an
apt description of
what’s going on
now in the North
Andover school
system. Admin-
istrators, princi-
pals, the superin-
tendent, even most
School Committee

members, are recreating the same conditions
that outraged taxpayers 30 years ago.

Back in the 1970s, school committees had
total autonomy and if a committee wanted
more money for its district, it simply went to
the board of selectmen or mayor and said
“show us the money.”  The town or city
had simply no choice but to give the schools
whatever funds they wanted. This led to
annual property tax increases of 10, 20 or
even 30 percent in some cases. School
spending was out of control and taxpayers
struggled to afford the huge tax increases.

After a decade of this, voters had had
enough and in 1980 overwhelmingly
adopted Proposition 2 ½. This was despite
scary predictions of huge layoffs of police,
fire and teachers and a decimation of
services. Somehow, the towns and cities
survived these restrictions on their gravy
train, and reduced spending to the much
lower levels allowed under the new law.
Because of Proposition 2 ½, Massachusetts
no longer has the highest property taxes in
the country.

North Andover Schools – Déja Vu All Over Again
Now, the mentality that got towns into

trouble in the 1970s seems to have resur-
faced in the North Andover school system.
There is an exceptionally strong focus, not
seen for years, on more and more money.
Acting Superintendent Bergeron wants
more money. The high school, middle school
and all five elementary school principals
want more money. Many of the
more zealous parents want more
money. Finally, and not surprisingly,
the School Committee wants more
money.

How much do they want? The
bare-bones increase requested is $3.2
million more than the town manager
and Finance Committee can afford
to give them. Of course, the
schools would rather have millions
more than this so that they could add more
programs and restore cuts from previous
years. If we gave them everything they
wanted, our taxes would go through the roof
and we could shut down the senior center
because seniors couldn’t afford to live in
town anymore.

Despite all this bad news, it must be
mentioned that there are several people
seeking to bring some sanity to the school
budget. School Committee members Chuck
Ormsby and Bill Kelly, along with parent
Diana Headrick, have put together an
alternative school budget that would save
most teachers’ jobs if the $3.2 million does
not materialize. Selectman Chairman
Rosemary Smedile and others feel the town
should take a serious look at this proposal
for the good of our schools.

In returning to the school spending
problem, one may ask, “Why is there such
a focus on money now?”

There are several reasons. First, the
School Committee has consistently agreed
to excessive teacher contracts that were
both unaffordable and immune from the

effects of economic downturns. These
generous agreements, along with

onerous state mandates, have
largely been responsible for the

elimination of courses and
programs that many of us had
years ago. They have also led
to the proliferation of user fees
for sports, transportation and
other school activities.

A second reason is the isolated
community and culture in which the school
administrators live and work. If you don’t
believe me, go to a School Committee
meeting and listen to them speak about
education. The jargon some of them use is
nearly indecipherable; it’s like someone
speaking in “tongues.” You have to wonder
if some of the administrators speak this way
to keep the rest of the public in the dark.

Take, for example, classes that are offered
in the high school. Do you think students
take English, math, science and social
studies? Think again. At a recent meeting,
Principal Susan Nicholson spoke on the
adverse effect of cuts on classes such as
American Thought, Global Thought, Human
Development, Critical Thinking, Bioethics,
Robotics, International Relations, Spanish
for Native Speakers, Environmental Science,
and Technology Education-Wood. Then

Japanese & Korean Cuisine

Stadium Plaza -160 Winthrop Ave
Lawrence MA 01843

Tel: 978-794-9806 - Fax: 978-683-6512

Lunch Specials: 11:30am -3pm (Mon - Fri)Lunch Specials: 11:30am -3pm (Mon - Fri)Lunch Specials: 11:30am -3pm (Mon - Fri)Lunch Specials: 11:30am -3pm (Mon - Fri)Lunch Specials: 11:30am -3pm (Mon - Fri)

Ted Tripp is an International
Consultant in high-tech manu-
facturing methods. He has BS
and MS degrees in Chemical
Engineering from MIT. You
can reach him at
tripp@gis.net.
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